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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  Dave and I are from the FAA Small Airplane Directorate.  We’d like to share with you some thoughts on how the FAA may address future certification of highly augmented flight control systems. Dave was very disappointed that he could not be here today.  He is very passionate about this topic, and is running multiple research programs.  He will be engaged in the follow on workshops.
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1. Stimulate discussion through questions
• Opportunity for certification of flight control 

systems to be treated differently

2. Provide update on current FAA efforts
• Fixed Wing

• Rotorcraft (John Vanhoudt)

Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the objectives for today1) We don’t have all the answers, so we wanted to stimulate discussion in the workshops by posing some questions in this briefing.2) Some of these questions may be answered through research.  The Small Airplane Directorate has funded and is conducting research in this area.  We’ll provide a quick update on current research areas and ask for participation with you on future research
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1. What is the difference between Part 25 and Part 
23?

• 19,000 pounds and 19 seats

2. How did the FAA certify Part 25 Fly By Wire?
• Current Rules do not address modern FBW

• FAA did not “dictate” design  

• FAA accepted  Boeing + Airbus approach
 But FAA Levied Special Conditions (7)

 Fit into existing regulatory structure

Discussion Topics (1 of 4)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Part 23 and Part 25 are categories that the FAA makes for certification of airplanesWe have different categories because the aircraft are differentThe dividing line is 19000# and 19 seats  This is just a physical boundary, but the differences run deeper than just this boundaryThe rules for each category can be differentFurthermore, the philosophy behind the rules can be differentPart 23 includes aircraft starting from where LSA ends to Business jets such as the Phenom 300 and Cessna CJ42) Currently there are no FBW airplanes certified in Part 23. It is useful to understand how we certified FBW aircraft in Part 25(aircraft such as Boeing, Airbus, Gulfstream G-650, Dassault Falcon, and Embraer Legacy)The certification rules do not address Fly by WireThe first FAA certified FBW airplanes were Boeing and Airbus.  Since we did not have rules in place, we had to develop special conditions that addressed the unique features of FBW.  Note that we did not dictate design.  We have used these special conditions for subsequent Part 25 FBW designs including Dassault, Gulfstream, and EmbraerFor Part 23, we need to do a bottom up review of certification strategies.
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3.  Should we treat FBW AFPC cert differently for Part 
23?

• Scalable level of risk

• Assumptions for operators

• Whole vehicle parachutes

• New methods of design/architecture
 Run time assurance, Redundancy

• Opportunity to reduce fatal accidents
 Safety Record in General Aviation

 Built in Envelope protection

Discussion Topics (2 of 4)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, Part 23 needs a slightly different approach starting with the use of different terminology. FBW is a term locked into the part 25 approach and design philosophy. A better term is “Automated flight path control.”   AFPCPart 23 is expecting a variety of approaches to flight path control so that is a more appropriate term for us. Furthermore, while part 23 airplanes and hybrid small aircraft may approach automated flight path control differently, we can benefit looking at previous special conditions for part 25 and lessons learned from military aircraft. So we are certainly not proposing to throw out the lessons learned from Part 25 special conditionsOn the contrary, we are looking to recognize some significant differences for part 23.In part 23, there is a continuum of safety which means that one size does not fit all in terms of certification standards. Do we need a FCS (Flight Control System) that has a 10(exp -9) level of safety (criticality) when the airframe has a whole vehicle parachute? What about operator certification for semi-autonomous vehicles?There are new methods of Design/flight test that can be incorporated easier in small vehicles than large transports….examples are Run Time Assurance, as well as Real Time monitoring.  These are being explored in current FAA and NASA research. (programs such as NASA Langley’s “learn to Fly Project” from the agency’s Convergent Aeronautics Solutions program).  The FAA just finished a Run Time Assurance Research project with NASA Armstrong.  Dave will be presenting the results in the IEEE symposium in March 2016AFPC  holds a very promising opportunity to significantly improve the GA safety record.  This safety meter fo GA has not moved significantly in the past 10 years except for a significant reduction in CFIT accidents.  We are hoping that AFPC concepts can significantly reduce LOC accidents and other accidents thru envelope protection, smart architecture, virtual copilot concepts, and redundancy in safety systems in GA.
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4. Part 25 FBW Fatal accidents 

• Did special conditions + existing rules address 
root cause and human factors issues?

5. Traditional Flight Control Handling Qualities 
Testing

• Currently, still rely on Mil STD techniques

• How should we test new designs?
 focus on inherent characteristics of modern flight 

control systems

Discussion Topics (3 of 4)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4) Digital Fly by Wire technology has been around since the 1960s.  It can yield significant safety advantages for both the manufacturers and the operatorsHowever, there have been a series of fatal accidents where FBW and human error were causalThe majority of the FBW fatalities were the result of a “failure in the lack of imagination of the designer.Do our current rules and special conditions account for this?Can we do better at anticipating this during certification?5) Current Certification testing involves Subjective Human assessments doing Handling Qualities testingThe last 40 years we have tested handling qualities using a MIL STD as the basis.This did not change with the advent of FBW in part 25 airplanesWe are looking at new ways of testing utilizing analysis and making the testing more quantifiable and deterministicTesting should evaluate the specific AFPC characteristics associated with each unique design
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6. How can we make FBW  AFPC affordable in GA?

7. What will be required to implement  FBW   AFPC

in a significant portion of the GA fleet?

Discussion Topics (4 of 4)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, Part 23 needs a slightly different approach starting with the use of different terminology. FBW is a term locked into the part 25 approach and design philosophy. A better term is “Automated flight path control.”   AFPCPart 23 is expecting a variety of approaches to flight path control so that is a more appropriate term for us. What can we do to make these systems both affordable and implementable in a large fleet?We have 2 focused initiatives that address these issues and the other discussion topics1)  Part 23 Re-Write and2)  Focused Research (which brings us to the 2nd Objective of this Briefing….next slide)
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Develop MOC for specific Technology
• Small Airplane Safety Enhancement Program (SASEP)

Technologies selected in conjunction with GA-JSC (General 
Aviation Joint Steering Committee) 

• AOA, Enhanced Envelope Protection, Digital Parachute

• Flight Path Trajectory Management

• Highly Augmented, Manually flown

Technologies selected based on feasibility and effectiveness 
to reduce Fatalities (i.e. LOC)

• Retrofit Fleet and New Aircraft 

• Make Implementable and Affordable

FAA Current Efforts (Fixed Wing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide addresses some of the areas of current FAA researchNote that all of this research is building up to the development of means of complince for highly augmented, manually flown designsNext, we will talk about future Research  
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1) Good designs 

-- may not comply with existing Rules

2) Testing to show compliance to existing Rules 

-- may not be sufficient to expose unsafe designs

3) Handling Qualities and Integration Testing 

-- needed for standardization and Human Factors

Advanced Flight Path Control Disconnects 

FAA Funding in place to address 
these issues

Looking for collaboration with 
Industry / NASA / Academia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FAA has funding in place to accomplish specific research on modern flight control systemsThe Blue box identifies some areas where AFPC design and certification have diverged.We want to perform research that fundamentally addresses these disconnectsThe end result of this research would be recommendation for methods of complianceWe would like to work with SMEs from Industry, NASA, and AcademiaWe are going to request ASTM stand up a committee to develop standards for automated flight controls for part 23 and hybrid small aircraft under the F-44 committee. 
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• FAA Research Contract with Hoh Aeronautics, Inc

• Bell 525 – first civilian rotorcraft with Adv Flt Ctrls

• Developing a minimum set of performance specs

• Handling Qualities via analysis (incl PIO)

• Degraded modes

• Qualified bench testing for credit

• Output documents 

• Policy and Guidance (AC and Handbook)

• Regulations

Current Rotorcraft Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John’s notes:
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Highly Augmented Flight Controls

Questions?
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• BACK UP SLIDES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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We are Human – We make mistakes, so…

• Let Machines do what they do best

• Tedious Tasks (like monitoring)

• Let Humans do what they do best
• Critical Thinking 
• Judgment
• Strategic Planning

• Don’t Let OLD Rules Block New Technology

• Research Looking at New ways to Certify:

• Flight Controls + Displays + Crew Interface

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• High Level Rules

• Specified in Part 23 Re-write

• Recommendations for Lower Level Guidelines

• Methods of Compliance (MOC)

• Recommendations for Updates 

• Policy and Guidance

FAA Research Goals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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• Angle of Attack

• Energy State Awareness

• Improved Envelope Protection

• Simple Autopilots and Cockpit Automation

• Enhanced Displays

• Electronic Parachute (Emergency Auto-land)

• Flight Path Trajectory Management

• Highly Augmented, Manually Flown

Selected Technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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SUMMARY

• Focused on Implementation of New Technology

• highly augmented flight path control with

• sensors and displays to help pilot maintain 
Situational Awareness 

• include envelope protection and automation
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